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HO was th.. e greatest full-bore shot of
all time never to win the " Queen's "
or " King's " Prize ? A difficult
question to answer, but undoubtedly many
would unhesitatingly reply-" John Tippins."
But for the first World War in which, like so
many of his generation, he made the supreme
sacrifice, John Tippins would almost certainly
have added his name to the distinguished band
of gold medallists.
The Tippins fa!UilY lived in the village of
Mistley, Essex, close by the River Stour, and
not far removed from Gainsborough's favourite
L. R. Tippins (right, holding rifle), John Tippins (centre), and Mr. Gallan (employee), in
haunts. A native of the West Country, L. R.
the Tippins' workshop at Mistley. Tippins-stocked rifles won the King's Prize on sel'eral
Tippins was a gunsmith and a sporting gun
occasions.
shot of very considerable ability. A patriot
to the core, he joined the 2nd V.B. the Essex and a number of rounds were fired and their ably assisted by his son John. Both were also
Regt., and was prominently associated with the drop observed on the mudflats. The con- expert wildfowlers, and Mr. Porter has many
Volunteer Rifle Club movement. He took an clusions arrived at were that a Mark VI bullet interesting reminiscences in this connection. He
active part in the early years of the Colchester took from 52 to 57 seconds on its journey and also tells of how it was the custom of "L.R."
Rifle Club and, in 1901, reached the Final Stage a Mark VII was about 5 seconds quicker. Mr. (who had a big business in sporting cartridges)
of the King's Prize at Bisley. His ability and "Dod" Porter, a life-long friend and associate to dip the felt wads in hot tallow ; " they seemed
knowledge on all matters concerning weapons of the Tippins family (and to whom I am in- to be quicker than other cartridges, no sooner
a nd ballistics was acknowledged by the leading debted for much of the information in this one pressed the trigger and the bird or rabbit
authorities of the day, and many experiments article) remembers recovering some of the was killed."
be carried out proved of inestimable value in bullets which he found in the mud- and sand.
the subsequent development of rifles and They had come down base foremost and with Shooting flatfish
cartridges. On his private range at Ramsey considerable force. The experiment was reAnother pastime was shooting flatfish lying
a lot of experimental work was carried out in peated the following year with a Maxim Gun, on edge in the channel of the river; this brought
the Tippins family many a feed· of fish. Possibly
conjunction with Major J . H. Hardcastle and with similar results.
Among other interesting experiments which in some measure due to the facilities he enMr. Melville Smith (King's Norton Metal Co.),
in connection with the perfection of the pointed Mr. Tippins carried out was a bullet with a joyed on his range at Ramsey (up to 2,000
shank, on which was a sort of propeller. It yards), " L.R." Tippins was especially good at
bullet (Mark VII .303 cartridge).
was intended for use against airplanes ; when long range shooting and, between 1895 and
the bullet hit the canvas (from which 'planes 1904, he shot for England in the Mackinnon
Vcrtical shot tests
One of the most interesting experiments was were largely constructed . in those days) it Match on six occasions. He was selected for
carried out on the mudflats of the River Stour should " cant" and rip the canvas. Fair the English National team in 1898.
in 1909, in ascertaining the time taken by a accuracy up to 400 · yards was achieved, but
Mr. Tippins was also an author of conbullet fired vertically into the air to return to the invention was never perfected.
siderable merit and had three books, "The
earth. A rifle was set vertically by plumbing ·
In most of these experiments "L.R." was Marksman," "Modern Rifle Shooting," and
"Rifle Shooting in Peace and War," published.
He was a very forthright and God-fearing man,
and read the lessons on Sunday mornings in
Mistley Church. He believed in "calling a
spade a spade " and was never afraid to give
his honest opinion, no matter how unpleasant
it may have been to some people, on any matter
concerning weapons and shooting. His books
reflect his fearlessness in this connection.
With such a father, it was small wonder that
young John should, at an early age, develop a
keenness for weapons and a particular ability
in using them. On leaving school, he started
as a teacher at Mistley Norman School, but his
heart was in rifle shooting ; and he soon gave
up teaching to join his father in business.
"Dod" Porter tells of his early days as John's
great friend : "If one of us got a farthing or a
threepenny piece we used to shoot it out of one
another's fingers. "L.R." caught us one day
and the lecture he gave us is well remembered
by me ; but as he walked away his face lit up
and he held his head high, and we knew he
hadn't meant a word of it."
John joined the 5th V.B. Essex Regt., and
soon became its outstanding marksman. FolSergeant J. Tippins holding the Nichols Challenge Cup won by the Maxim Gun Team in 1910.
lowing father's footsteps, after winning most
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by D. 0. R. King

eight years
NEARLY
break, myxomatosis

after the original outis still smouldering in
many parts of the country, needing, it seems, only
the impetus of a build-up of rabbits swiftly to
burst into flames and spread among them. For
the past three or four years there has been a
lull in many areas ; a temporary breathing space
whi.ch !he rabbit~ have taken full advantage of
until thts year thetr numbers in such areas reached
proportions sometimes approaching those of
former days.
For the past few months, I have been able to
shoot rabbits to an extent undreamed of for a
considerable time. One could say : "I think I'll
wan~er ,round this evening for a couple or so of
r_abb_tts -and know that there was every
ltkelthood of fulfilling a wish. The old summer
evening strolls with the gun as the shadows
l~ngthen e d and country scents hung heavy in the
atr• were again , with the possibility of a rabbit
<~t every turn, a pleasant reality. There seemed
httl~ doubt tha~ we would soon be ferretin g
agam. [t was wtth nostalgia that we looked forward to those crisp, frosty mornings when rab~its can be heard rumbling underground.
Now
1t all seems do!lbtful. Ferreting we may have,
but the bags wtll not fulfil the promise of the
last few months, for once again this evil disease
has broken out.
I was speaking to the keeper of a large estate
a couple of weeks ago, and he told me that
dead and dying rabbits were everywh~re. This
estate had held a considerable number of rabbits
and since March, when he took over, he had
killed nearly eight hundred, of which six hundred
were taken from an area of only seventy acres.
lt is interesting to note that the majority were
killed ferreting. His best bag du ring two days
was sixty-two rabbits to four guns. Encouraging
news lay in the fact that he had been finding small
pockets of healthy rabbits left in the wake of the
disease. He also told me that he had come across
several rabbits which, in his opinion, had undoubtedly had the disease, but which appeared
to have fully recovered. It would seem possible
that a "strain" of rabbits is developing which is
becoming immune to myxomatosis.
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including eyesight, and can only be tackled with
the help of professional advice. Others, of
physical origin, but of a more transient nature,
it would be impertinent of me to offer advice
on. Every man should know what his constitution will stand.
But of all shooting hoodoos, probably the
worst is an unjustified but nevertheless numbing conviction that one is simply deteriorating
into a hopelessly bad shot, whereas in fact there
may be nothing worse than a moderate falling
off with advancing years, or even lack of
practice. This particular hoodoo attaches itself
to nothing that one can work on, and in
bad cases the victim is surely to be pitied.
But I have found a useful way of deal-ing
with mild attacks. All that is necessary is
to keep a faithful record of kills to cartridges
-not to show how good you are, but to show
you how bad you're not. At the end of the
season, the result should be compared with the
famous dictum of that giant of the Edwardian
shooting era, Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey, who,
out of his vast experience (be it remembered) in
company with the best shots of his day wrote :
"The following table is the result of several
years of personal observation and careful
enquiry.
"It gives the number of head usually killed
by shooters of varied degrees of skill under all
conditions of game shooting-to every 100
shots fired .
Head Shots
[nferior marksman
25
lOO
Average marksman
30
100
Good marksman
35
100
Very good marksman
40
lOO
First class marksman
45
100 ·
lf that fails to provide the victim with substantial consolation, I can only suggest
psychiatric treatment.
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AST week I wrote of the hoodoos that
..... afflict shooting men whereby they, or
most of them, are likely to go off their
form either on a particular occasion or for a
more or less prolonged spell. I remarked that
the real cause of the hoodoo might be something quite transient, such as a mere digestive
upset, but that it was quite capable of fastening itself on to some innocent object such as a
particular gun or brand of cartridges, and that
it might thus persist long after the true cause
had vanished. I also mentioned in passing two
more cases that had recently come to my notice,
of bad hoodoos being caused by guns which
threw unduly close patterns.
In the course of suggestions for getting down
to the cause of a persistent and elusive hoodoo,
I had reached the stage when the gun and
cartridges could be regarded as cleared ; but
even at this stage many hoodoos remain. and
some of them can be very batHing.
A familiar one attaches itself to a certain
type of bird-the crossing shot to the right,
say. It ought to be easy to say whether you
have any physical disability which interferes
with your swing in a particular direction. If
not, the trouble proba·bly started with a few
fortuitous misses, and has subsequently been
sustained and intensified by lack of confidence
when dealing with that type of shot. Anxiety
not to miss may have added a bad habit to
the trouble, such as raising the head from the
stock to have a better look.
I know of only two systematic treatments for
this kind of complaint. One is a session at a
shooting school, when the coach should be able
to spot any bad habit and put you in the way
of correcting it ; and then, by throwing repeated
clays in the appropriate direction, bring you
back to the state of being able to deal confidently with that type of shot. The other treatment sometimes serves against a temporary
hoodoo on a heavy day. It consists of taking
every bird of the kind in question with the
safety catch on, and mentally "calling" the
shot. When you have said, several times in
succession, " I should certainly have got that
one," you can try slipping the safety catch off.
when you may find the spell has been broken.
Several hoodoos, of course, are traceable to
changes or deterioration in physical condition,
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local shooting honours, his first noteworthy tragedy for " L.R." and his many friends, and
Bisley success was a place in the English a great loss to full-bore target shooting, when
Mackinnon team. The following year he 1ohn Tippins was killed by German machinerepeated this, got a place in the English gun fire_while carrying out his dangerous duties
National team, and reached the Final Hundred as a smper.
"Dod" Porter, whose affection for John
of the Kings. In 1909, be added a Mother
Country Kolapore badge to these three honours. Tippins is still very real, recalls how he buried
Jn all, John Tippins shot five times in the the rifle John used at his last Bisley Meeting
Kolapore team. So consistent was this young because he considered "it seemed sacrilege for
Essex marksman that from 1907, when he others to use it." "Maybe it's the same rifle he
gained his first Bisley successes, until 1914, he used" (to quote "Dod" Porter) "when he gave
was never out of the English Mackinnon team exhibitions of shooting (picking spots off playand from 1908 he never failed to get a place ing cards, cutting a card edgeways) and finishin the English National team. To these honours ing up with the William Tell act of shooting an
he added five " King's Hundred " badges, the apple off my head," at recruiting meetings for
Association (Short Range) Cup (1909), the the Territorial Army.
The Tippins family is now but a fading
Wimbledon (Match Rifle) (1910), the Albert
(Match Rifle) and the Service Rifle Champion- memory in the Essex village of Mistley, but in
ship (1911), the Alexandra (1912), and many the Sergts. Mess of t•he 4/5 Essex Regt. (now a
T.A. L.A.A. Regt., R.A.) at Ilford the name
other successes.
One of the first to place his knowledge and will live on ; for here the Tippins' shooting
ability at his country's disposal at the outbreak relics are proudly preserved ; perhaps they will
of war, he transferred to the 2nd Regular Bn. inspire some other young Essex marksmen to
Essex Regt. to get to France. It was a great deeds of emulation:
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I have received from Henry Whitty and Son
Ltd. , of 15 Basnett Street, Liverpool , a copy of
their well-got-up catalogue in which they list a
representative range of English, Continental
and American shotguns , small~bore rifles and
air rifles. The catalogue includes a good selection of shooting accessories, clothing and incidentals, as well as some informative notes.
It is •p riced at 3s., post fre.e .

Last week-end I walked round my own shoot
of four hundred acres. Before I was half-way
round. I had killed five rabbits all suffering from
the trouble. Yet at the far end of the shoot there
was no trace of the disease. Peering round the
edge of a copse, I counted twenty rabbits peacefully feeding. I shot a couple which were in
fine condition. But it may well be that the next
time I go there I shall find the place depleted of
rabbits.
This decline, fall, and now seeming ascension
of the rabbit can be clearly seen on a small scale
by the price demanded for ferrets. Prior to
myxomatosis ten to fifteen shillings was an average price for a ferret. When the disease was at
its zenith, the demand for ferrets was naturally
at its lowest ebb, but it is noticeable that over
the past year or so twenty-five to thirty shillings
is the price frequently asked.
Rabbits have also become more popular with
the housewife, and round our area we have been
able to sell them for an average of four shillings
each. With this thought in mind, we have been
carefully cossetting some eighty acres of rough
woodland and scrub with the intention of ferret!ng it systematical_ly in the wi~ter. Any evening
111 the summer tt was poss1ble to see thirty
or forty rabbits in the fields at the edge of the
woodland. . We neve~ _shot more than a couple
111 an evemng, prom1smg ourselves a field day
when the leaf had died down in the late autumn
A fortnight ago, I walked the boundary of 1;
shoot of a few hundred acres. Where a week
previously seemingly plenty of healthy rabbits
had been seen , though they must have even then
~een carrying the seeds o~ the disease, now on
JUSt over ·half the area I ktlled seven with myxomatosis. Though lively enough, they had reached
tht: stag~ when their ~cad s were beginning to swell
and thetr eyes were 111 most cases closed. I have
little doubt that when I . next go there, it will
be to find the place practtcally devoid of rabbits.

